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I write in support of motion B.3 entitled ‘Street Care, Not Street Sweeps: Ending Daily
Displacement in Vancouver’.
Street sweeps punish and victimise unsheltered people, and are a type of forced displacement
that compounds the significant risk and danger of living and surviving in outdoor space. Street
sweeps sabotage legitimate street assistance and outreach efforts, and further push
unsheltered people into illegal circumstances. Indigenous Peoples in particular are vulnerable
to the harms caused by street sweeps, further diminishing their ability to survive on a day to
day basis.
(1)
Street sweeps amount to the planned and systematic punishment of unsheltered
people. There is no other way to describe forcing people who are sheltering in place to move,
and destroying all of their belongings that cannot be physically carried with them. Street
sweeps are by their nature prejudicial in how they target a set of people with a specific social
and economic status. Any possible societal benefit from the enforcement of the by-law is far
outweighed by the violation of the safety and security of unsheltered and street involved
people.
The wanton destruction of property and belongings in the practice of street sweeps is
particularly disturbing and morally objectionable. The belongings of unsheltered people must
be viewed as objects essential to their physical and psychological survival. For example, this
may involve: identification that is needed to access a range of social and health services, the
picture of an absent or lost family member, or an object that carries personal or spiritual
meaning. To destroy them is to intentionally toughen peoples’ capacity to survive. For
Indigenous Peoples, the destruction of their belongings is a direct continuation of colonial
efforts to outlaw spiritual and ceremonial objects and practices.
To force unsheltered people, many of who have chronic physical ailments, to carry around
whatever belongings they can, sometimes in inclement weather, is abjectly cruel.
(2)
Not only is the practice of street sweeps a cruel and prejudicial application of law
because it forces displacement, it is also a form of forced illegality.
The ‘compliance with a by-law’ rationale used to justify street sweeps is nonsensical given the
legal net of prohibitions and restrictions that unsheltered people face in Vancouver. Forcibly
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displacing unsheltered people does not make them comply with the law – it pushes them from
one state of illegality to another more visible one. Streets sweeps force unsheltered people into
circumstances that will only draw the further attention of law enforcement and open up a
wider channel into the criminal justice system.
For example, the main justification for Sweeps in the Downtown Eastside is the Street and
Traffic By-Law, primarily sections 71A and 84 which prohibit people from placing objects,
structures, obstructions or garbage on a City street (which includes sidewalks). However,
forcing someone who has no permanent private storage to carry their belongings throughout
the day would inevitably lead to the eventual violation of the same section when a person
places their belonging down on the ground. Forcing people without a permanent daytime
address to carry all their worldly possessions on them would further add visibility, along with
the risk of stigma and discrimination, whenever they try to access indoor spaces to use the
bathroom or get respite, or transit across town. In most situations, simply using indoor space
would leave a person no choice but to leave their belongings outside the establishment and
violate the Street and Traffic By-Law. The added visibility would also put the person at higher
risk of breaching a solicitation offence of the Safe Streets Act1 by simply being present in public
space in a way that signifies poverty, need, or distress to the public.
The fact remains that until these laws are repealed, street homelessness in Vancouver is illegal
during the daytime.
(3)
Street sweeps force unsheltered people into an even more vulnerable spaces of
illegality – and in doing so may displace them into even more dangerous circumstances.
For example, to avoid police attention unsheltered people may be vulnerable to returning to
violent and exploitative relationships from which they fled from in the first place. Unsheltered
people may isolate themselves ‘out of view’ in a way that cuts them off from peers and harm
reduction assistance. Isolation and using alone remain a central driver of overdose deaths. It is
unconscionable that the city continues street sweeps that contribute to the declared public
health emergency of the opioid crisis. Street sweep isolation can kill vulnerable people.
(4)
Practices such as street sweeps generate considerable collateral damage to any other
social provision or outreach work to unsheltered people – most significantly in the area of trust.
Decades of research is very clear that many of the most victimised and vulnerable unsheltered
people – often individuals who are the most visible and have the most complex needs – will not
use available services (even if they are low barrier and truly accessible) if they do not trust that
they will not be further harmed. This is true of Indigenous Peoples in particular who have very
good reason to fear government programs and institutions when it comes to assurances about
their safety and well-being. Indeed, intergenerational trauma suffered by Indigenous Peoples is
very closely associated with, and can be profoundly deepened, by the presence or activity of
regulatory agents and policing.
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Simply put, street sweeps and other formal or informal enforcement of by-laws will poison any
other well-meaning or even effective outreach work carried out. This is even more true when
law enforcement is disguised by the city as being a ‘clean up’ or even compassionate approach
by city staff who do not explicitly act in a law enforcement capacity.
(5)
Street sweeps confound and disguise the work of enforcement agents as work that is at
once meant to enforce the law and conduct social services and outreach, leading to the
ineffective, inappropriate, and potentially over-reaching exercise of discretion and power.
By using street sweeps, the city has chosen law enforcement, however disguised, over
community-led social care as their primary face-to-face response to the presence of
unsheltered people in public spaces. This attention diverts resources and policy efforts from
more effective and compassionate networks of social services with long-standing peer expertise
and relationships of trust with street-involved communities.
I urge the city to adopt the resolutions contained in motion B.3. Policing of any kind, carried out
under any auspices, is a dangerous and damaging substitute for the provision of appropriate
shelter, medical care, and social support. The evidence is over-whelming that the appropriate
starting point for responsible action is, as noted in resolution A, the implementation ‘of a nonpunitive and community led alternative that does not displace people who rely on public
space’.
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